
Classroom Procedures and Routines
• Procedures are a method or process for how 

things are done within the classroom.
• Classroom procedures are patterns for 

accomplishing classroom tasks.
• Procedures form routines that help students 

meet expectations stated in classroom 
behaviors.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a reminder of what constitutes  a routine or procedure



Why Focus on Classroom 
Procedures and Routines?
• Increase instructional time by preventing problem behavior. 
• Free teachers from correcting misbehavior.
• Improve classroom climate.
• Create shared ownership of the classroom.
• Develop self-discipline.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to presenter: See page 127 and 333 of the  MO SW-PBS May 2014 Team Workbook for further explanation of identifying, teaching, practicing and encouraging nonclassroom and classroom procedures and routines. When students can predict the events throughout their school day, they are more likely to be engaged and less likely to display problem behavior.  One way to increase predictability in a classroom is to establish routines, particularly early in the school year (Kern & Clemens, 2007, p. 67).Research tells us procedures and routines … (Read slide)



For Procedures to Become Routines…

• Teach directly 
• Practice regularly
• Reinforce frequently

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to presenter: See page 333 of the MO SW-PBS May 2014 Team Workbook for further explanation of identifying, teaching, practicing and encouraging classroom procedures and routines. For students to learn the procedures and to routinely, independently and efficiently use them, we need to do these things:We need to directly teach the procedures just as we would teach cafeteria procedures, through discussion and role play.We need to practice the use of the procedures regularly so they become routinely used.To ensure students maintain the use of the procedures, teachers need to reinforce students when they use them.  Reinforcement needs to continue throughout the school year. 



Defining Specific Classroom Procedures
• Procedures are a task analysis or sequential list of 

steps necessary to successfully complete an activity.

• Procedures should be Observable, Measurable, 
Positively stated, Understandable, Always applicable

• Keep “Who, what, when, where, why, and how” in 
mind

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to presenter: See page 100 of the  MO SW-PBS May 2014 Team Workbook for further explanation of defining specific classroom procedures and following OMPUA. 



Activity:  Creating a List of  Classroom Procedures

• Think through the many activities of your day.
• Now, read through the lists of possible classroom 

procedures on Lists of Classroom Procedures 
handout.

• Put a check mark ✓ by any that you have applied in 
your classroom. 

• Put an × by any that you think you need to 
develop.

• Add any that might be missing. 
• Share with a partner.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handout:  Lists of Classroom Procedures.  Elementary examples are on the first page. The list on the second page is for any grade. Approximate work time–10 minutes. 



• Select one procedure you put an × by during the 
previous activity - one that you need to develop.

• Write the steps to this procedure.
• When done, ask yourself:

• Do the steps meet OMPUA guidelines?

• Does the procedure create a vision of a successful student 
in that activity?

• Be prepared to share your procedure with the group.

Activity:  Procedure Writing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handout: Practice Writing a Classroom Procedure.           Approximate work time–10 minutes. Now that you have put an X by some of the procedures you need to develop, we are going to take some time to write the procedure. Remember to consider OMPUA—observable, measureable, positively stated, understandable and always applicable.After some time to work, ask for volunteers to share their procedures. 
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